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Cartoon Wars: Blade - Отличная игра в своем стандартом аркадном стиле, а если вы еще и в придачу ищите приключения так и вовсе вы попали по адресу, берите под свой контроль вашего главного героя и проведите его по многочисленным локафиям игры. Истребляя всех на своем
пути , разумеется что речь идет про монстров и нежить которая встала со своих могил и терроризирует мир! Home Arcade Games Modded Hack Cartoon Wars Blade Mod Apk 1.1.0 latest game for Android 2019 (Unlimited Money). Cartoon Wars Blade APK MOD game - vanquish new unfamiliar
domains with your favorite hero, pulverize beasts, collect coins and siphon your weapons. The game takes place in an officially cherished kingdom with a painted little man. This little man is a hero who can not live without constant adventure. He believes that it is his duty to secure this kingdom. Today it is
sent to the edges of his property, growing them and cleaning up many beasts. The board of this game is maximally simplified and has only two main catches - development and effect. The struggle of the past takes the hero to another dimension, where difficulties arise, the number and the intensity of the
beasts. You can beat the enemy with the help of three types of weapons went and close the battle. Every mission completed is the way to these things. In addition, you will receive cash for the mission that can be traded for new weapons or ammunition. The game is designed for small-screen smartphones
- in such things, the game graphics are uncovered up to 100%. The game procedure combines smart and charming sound. Minor corrections updated: 10 March 2019 Current version: 1.1.0 Android required: 2.3 and more information: Google Play [tab] [content name=Normal version]Download apk
(38mb) v1.1.0 Latest version[/content] [content title=Modded Version]Download apk (38mb) v1.0.8 Unlimited Money No[Ads/content] [/tab] Hello, my lovely friends! welcome back. In fact, ever since I went to school, I've always scored poorly in art points at school. What I can draw is just a simple stick for
people. But I'm excited about these funny guys. And I can't believe there was a game for the stick guys in the world! Sounds simple, but it's not. This game is fun! Let's consider the blade of cartoon wars with me. As for the sticker, most players remember drawings in their notebooks when they were at
school, childhood paintings. Me and I, the old books, are nowhere without their appearance. Sometimes, just to see these stick guys, we also feel humor love impressed stick people, I was searching and playing countless games on this topic on my phone. But the game series took me a long time to be
cartoon wars from cult creator GAMEVIL. I played through most different versions of this series and discovered not only my own, but also many other players around the world who loved it. This is also why I want to enter this name good game you may not know today. Continuing the previously released
and highly successful Cartoon War series, Cartoon Wars: Blade is ready to be a force for players, passionate about the Cartoon Wars series series. With many new weapons and a more attractive game than in previous versions, Cartoon Wars: Blade gradually claimed the irresistible attractiveness of
players during the first gaming experience. StoryTen years after the story of the cartoon war, the brave warrior kingdom melted to distant edges. To take part in this adventure, the soldier had to stop his spare time and start new dangerous lands. The story begins in the world of cartoons, where there are
two tribes, their bad color and slaves, the tribe of black and white cartoons. The black and white generation of cartoons is considered property and forced to be a slave. Fortunately, some of them had a great idea to meet. They regrouped and began an uprising to disperse, fighting against the rule of a
colorful empire. Through the title, you have to slightly guess the cartoon wars graphics are built-in cartoon style. The characters are drawn in a simple way, not too nervous, but still give us funny, unique shapes and personal accents. I find it strange that the effect, skills are carefully cared for, more
beautiful than the character. Each game has its own unique features as well as cartoons wars blade. After a period of experience in this game, I discovered some of its unique features, such as the unlimited level of action package: unlock a new phase and fight monstersImplement weapons to new
levelsImplementing game controlNew weapons and helmetsGreat soundtrackBrilliant graphical interfaceResponsible game and many spectacular battle scenesDiverse weapons systems are regularly updatedunique stick figure characterBesides, Cartoon Wars Blade has also added new game modes.
:Raid: Fight other players to gain loot and strengthen their barracks. Siege: Create a 7-character team to challenge other players in survival mode with consecutive attacks from enemies. Team Battle: Build a 4-day squad and fight 4 vs four regimes to earn countless awards without mana joining the battle.
In addition, Cartoon Wars Balde also brings a completely additional feature: Summoning. This feature allows players to gain new battle units with different powers, helping you uncover using different combat tactics. You can also Strengthen, combine and equip runes to battle units to improve your army.
Cartoon Wars Blade also manages more than 200 unique levels at unprecedented levels, so players must make the fighting units most to beat this way of the game. In addition to one and several player modes above, players can also take advantage of expedition mode (expedition) to use unused combat
units and earn EXP and other attractive rewards. You can also get awards through interesting features such as Bonus Roulette and Chests.The unique series Cartoon Wars, Cartoon Wars 2, and the guillotine version of Cartoon Wars Blade have conquered more than 80 million players, making success
in the global market with unique graphics and simple but also simple gameplay and attractive parts. Cartoon Wars is a very tactical mobile game. This allows you to build your own army with a reasonable amount of resources. Basically, you prepare different types of soldiers before going to battle. Over
time, destroying enemies will increase your mana points, and you need to use these points to call different characters to appear. In short, this is the currency of the battle, and you need to use it to hire symbols. In addition, the main building player also has additional defensive weapons installed, and you

can also upgrade them with bonuses after the victory. With high levels, players will have access to advanced weapons and more bizarre soldiers. At first it was only a few soldiers, magicians, and later domesticated army and monsters. If you are strong, then the enemy is strong, so the system of enemy
symbols is equally diverse. Will peace be restored in the animated film, evil will be repelled? It all depends on you! In general, although the Cartoon Wars Blade has a simple schedule, its game is fun and attractive. At first I was picky about underestimating this game when I first saw it. But I was wrong.
When engaged in this game, you will find it difficult to get out. In addition, the Cartoon Wars Blade also brings the whole story, not just you to play and fight. That's the plus I have in this game. The familiar stick guys from childhood have now become soldiers of Cartoon Wars Blade.It can be said that this
game fulfilled my childhood dream. If you also want to meet these nice guys again, experience the Cartoon Wars Blade today! 10 years after the remarkable history of cartoon wars, a brave soldier from distant lands turns off in search of adventure. Betting on old forgotten lands he begins an adventure in
an unknown enemy territory ... Progress through levels, weapon in hand, defend yourself against monsters and other enemy waves during real-time battles. Take on the challenge of a continuous adventure with this interesting and addictive story! Progress constantly and relentlessly through levels and
confront monsters with new weapons! Choose your fighter from a wide choice of choice short and long swords and hyper-class helmets! More information Google PlaySupported Android {2.3 and UP} Supported Android version:- Gingerbread (2.3–2.3.7)- Honeycomb (3.0–3.2.6)- Ice Cream Sandwich
(4.0-4.0.4)- Jelly Bean(4.1–4.3.3.) 1 )- KitKat (4.4–4.4.4)- Lollipop (5.0-5.0.2) or UPcartoon_wars_blade_v1.0.8_mod.apk Creator: Version : Google Play : PlayStore Get a Slice of the Action!10 years after making a history Wars cartoon, a brave warrior kingdom sought by distant lands in search of
adventure. He offers his old leisurely life farewell and launches into unknown territoriesâ€『 Challenge yourself as adventures continue in this addicting and very fun action adventure! If you enjoyed another hit cartoon wars series, or is a new game, Cartoon Wars Blade wonâ€™ disappoint! FEATURES
UNLIMITED ACTION PACKED LEVELSPLAY OVER AND OVER AND OVER AGAIN WITH NEW LEVELS AND MONSTERS AS YOU UNLOCK NEW STAGES AND WEAPONS! SIMPLE SMART CONTROLSimpliCITY AT ITS FINEST! One directional control and single attack control creates a game
™ is easy to pick up, hard to master and even harder to lower! NEW WEAPONS AND HELMETSDECK YOUR SOLDIERS WITH VARIOUS SHORT SWORDS, LONG SWORDS AND WACKY (STILL FUNCTIONAL) HELMETS! AWESOME SOUNDTRACKRemember, that upbeat tune that helped you
destroy your enemies? Itâ€ ™s back! Get in the fighting mood as you stab, slice and shoot monsters in this club to beat! * There may be additional costs when trying to get certain items. Items.
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